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Abstract

Experiments on the Au144(SR)60 class of cluster compounds have demonstrated

the emergence of an absorption peak at 550 nm (2.25 eV) upon adding copper to the

pure Au samples; in some cases, as little as one Cu atom seems to have this effect

[Dharmaratne et al., Chem. Commun. 2014, 50, 1722-1724, and Bhattarai et al., J.

Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 10935-10942]. These results are highly surprising as they

appear to indicate that the combination of two metals that are not plasmonic in this

size range produces a plasmon-like resonance.

Based on calculations using time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT),

Malola et al. have recently concluded that “Copper Induces a Core Plasmon in Inter-

metallic Au(144,145)−xCux(SR)60 Nanoclusters.” [J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2015, 6, 515-

520]. In the present letter we show that these conclusions are erroneous; systematic

TDDFT calculations on both bare and ligand-covered clusters do not show the emer-

gence of any clear resonance, plasmonic or other. Instead, suppression of intensity in

the range of interest between 2.0 and 3.5 eV (620 to 350 nm) and small red shifts of

weak spectral features may indeed change the color of the samples and may be seen as

inducing a broad bump in the spectra. However, no clear increase in intensity if ob-

served at the energy of interest (2.25 eV ≈ 550 nm) that would indicate the emergence

of a plasmonic resonance. Other hypotheses will have to be explored to explain the

experimental results which show a strong resonance developing.

Keywords

TDDFT, ab initio, bi-metallic, AuCu, nanoalloy, surface-plasmon resonance, plasmon emer-

gence, monolayer-protected
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Introduction

Noble-metal nanoclusters play an immensely important role as critical agents in a number of

emerging technologies – in optics; in electronics; in diagnostic and therapeutic medicine.1–6

They can act as intense pigments of high durability in spectral ranges uniquely adapted

to human color-vision. The localized surface-plasmon resonance (LSPR), which for many

clusters dominates the visible (VIS) spectral region with a broad and smooth peak,7,8 is the

physical mechanism exploited in most of the aforementioned applications. Nonetheless, while

the general aspects of the clusters’ optical response are well understood, a full understanding

of the precise mechanisms governing the emergence of plasmon resonances and their coupling

other elementary excitations is still missing. In particular, the transition from small molecule-

like clusters, with their discrete electronic states and spectra, to larger metallic and plasmonic

nanoparticles reflects the quantum nature of the clusters.9–11 A large number of studies have

focused on different aspects of this transition: On the one hand, the emergence of the

LSPR has been investigated for gold clusters, where it seems to take place between 150 and

330 atoms,12,13 with smaller Au clusters not showing the resonances. The presence of the

plasmon depends on the underlying electron-hole transition spectrum which could lead either

to fragmentation (if the e-h transitions are of s-p character) or suppression (if they are of

d character). The exact conditions (geometry, chemical composition and configuration, and

environment including presence and nature of ligand layers) are not entirely understood. On

the other hand, the information content of the optical spectra provides precious information

concerning the discrete electronic levels in the small clusters and on the way they develop into

bands for bigger particles.14 In addition to the large number of gold clusters, ligand-stabilized

silver clusters have likewise been synthesized.15,16

The thiolate ligand-protected Au144(SR)60 cluster compound is an exceptionally well

suited benchmark system for the investigation of optical properties in this transition size-

range, and this for a number of reasons. First, its diameter (D ≈ 1.8 nm) lies in the size

range where the LSPR starts to develop in Au clusters, but also where the transition from
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molecular-cluster to metallic-nanoparticle behaviors occurs. It shows itself no strong reso-

nance in the visible spectra.12–14 Second, the cluster happens to be highly stable and has

been studied by a number of different research groups.14,17–20 Third, the cluster compound

exhibits icosahedral symmetry21,22 which implies a high degree of degeneracy of its electronic

levels and, consequently, strong individual structures in its optical spectra14 although recent

studies indicate polymorphism in certain samples.23,24 Finally, it has been shown experimen-

tally that the precise nature of the ligand rest group (denoted R) bears little influence on

the optical spectra. For a collection of results see Ref. 25.

Among the three coinage metals, silver is optically different from Au and Cu because the

onset of interband transitions from the d band occurs at about 4 eV in silver, whereas in Au

and Cu, it occurs at ≈ 2 eV. Therefore, silver behaves more like a free-electron metal and

shows a clear LSPR down to very small sizes,26 although this depends also on the cluster

surface; ligand-protected clusters of fewer than ≈ 150 silver atoms seem to loose the plas-

monic character.16 By contrast, in Au and Cu, interband transitions involving d electrons

couple strongly with the LSPR, as much so as to make it disappear for small clusters, thereby

creating the above-mentioned phenomenon of plasmon emergence/disappearance in depen-

dence on cluster size.12,13,27 In view of these differences, it is natural to look at nanoalloys

of these materials. Mixing of gold with silver has been studied, both experimentally and

theoretically, for both bare27,28 and ligand-covered29,30 clusters, showing in general a smooth

change of the spectra with changing composition, whereby the outermost layer of bare clus-

ters strongly influences the properties.28 Insertion of a Cu core into a small silver cluster has

been shown to strongly suppress the LSPR.31

Recent experiments have attempted to alloy gold and copper in the Au144(SR)60 class of

cluster compounds, leading to the most extraordinary results: while both Au and Cu at this

size do not show a plasmonic resonance, insertion of copper into the gold cluster samples

leads to the development of a peak at 550 nm (2.25 eV), reminiscent of the LSPR.32,33 This

outstanding result — the combination of two non-plasmonic metals (at this size) apparently
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leading to the development of a plasmon resonance – calls out for explanation. The result is

even more surprising in that it indicated that in some cases, a single copper atom might be

sufficient to induce this effect,33 although this was not the case in the experiments performed

by the Dass group.32 In order to understand this highly unexpected behavior, Malola et

al. have carried out time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) calculations and

concluded that “Copper Induces a Core Plasmon in Intermetallic Au(144,145)−xCux(SR)60

Nanoclusters.” 34 Substituting copper for gold atoms in a number of different configurations

and compositions, these authors obtain the development of a peak at about 550 nm compared

to the spectrum of the pure Au144(SR)60, which is interpreted as a plasmonic resonance. Even

the insertion of one copper atom in the center vacancy of the pure Au144(SR)60 has been

interpreted to have this effect.

In the present letter, we show that these conclusions are erroneous. The introduction of

copper into the gold clusters leads essentially to the suppression of intensity at some wave-

lengths as well as to small red shifts in energy of some spectral features. The combination of

these rather weak effects leads then in some case to spectra that exhibit a weak hump at the

wavelength in question, at around 550 nm (≈ 2.2 eV). However, no indication is found of any

increase of intensity in the spectra compared to those of the pure Au clusters, as it would

correspond to a plasmonic resonance developing. We note that the energy range in question

corresponds exactly to the onset of interband transitions from the d electrons (2.0 ... 2.5 eV)

and to the region where the LSPR in pure gold clusters should emerge.27 In other words, in

this energy range there is a strong coupling between d-electron excitations and the nascent

surface plasmon. Therefore, any statement about the precise nature of spectral features has

to be made with extreme care.

The results depend only very slightly on the details of the structural model, the kind of

ligand rest group used in the calculations, and on the approximations used in the calculations.

This allows for the strong general conclusion that alloying with copper does not create

plasmonic resonances in gold clusters in this size range, i.e., around 1.8 nm, where the spectra
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Figure 1: Structure of the bare 147-atom clusters (left-hand side, panels a-c) and the ligand-
protected Au144(SR)60 clusters (right-hand side, d-f). Uppermost panels: complete pure-Au
clusters; middle panels: alloying with 25 copper atoms, which leads to Au122Cu25 for the bare
and to Au120Cu25(SR)60 for the ligand-protected cluster. In the ligand-protected structure,
the central vacancy of the pure-gold structure is filled with a copper atom. The copper
atoms are represented with a larger radius for the sake of visibility. Lower panels (c,f):
copper atoms only (25 in both cases). The distribution of the copper atoms is identical in
the bare and the ligand-protected clusters and corresponds to “model 9” of Ref. 34.

do not yet show any clear LSPR. Regrettably, this means that the exciting experiments

cannot be explained in this way; different mechanisms will have to be considered for their

explanation.

Absorption spectra

As sketched in Fig. 1, we study the inclusion of Cu into Au clusters by replacing individual

gold atoms by copper atoms (and, in some cases, filling the central vacancy, which leads to

numbers of atoms of 144 or 145 for the Au144-derived liganded clusters, and an unchanged

147 for the bare clusters). We use the time-evolution formalism35 of time-dependent density-
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Figure 2: Bare clusters: Absorption spectrum of the bare 147-atom Au icosahedral cluster
(thick black line) compared to different Au-Cu alloy clusters, all relaxed using the PBE GGA
functional (spectra for LDA-relaxed clusters are shown in Figure S1 of the SI). We show the
spectra corresponding to: insertion of one Cu atom in the center vacancy (Cu1Au146, red), the
replacement of the positions of the 13-atom core by Cu atoms (Cu13Au134, green), the same
for the 55-atom core (Cu55Au92, blue), and Cu25Au122 clusters with random configurations:
25 Cu atoms randomly distributed throughout the cluster (violet) and throughout the 55-
atom core (brown). Finally, the dark green line corresponds to model # 9 of Reference34

(see section “Technical Details”). In the inset, a comparison of the absorption spectra of
icosahedral Au147 and the plasmonic Ag147 is shown. Clearly, no resonance emerges in any
of the considered Au-Cu clusters, there is rather a suppression of intensity throughout the
spectral range of interest (ω ∼ 2.0− 3.5 eV, i.e., 620 to 350 nm), along with a small red-shift
of the shoulder at 2.1 eV in pure gold to about 1.9 eV for the gold-copper alloy clusters. For
the sake of visibility, we present here spectra from a time evolution of 15 fs, corresponding
roughly to a broadening of 0.3 eV in the spectra. To highlight the rich details in the spectral
features, we show spectra with much higher spectral resolution (0.18 eV and 0.018 eV) in the
Supporting Material, Figures S2 and S3.

functional theory and employ the real-space pseudopotential code octopus.36 The technical

details are described in the Technical Details section. We have demonstrated the applicability

of this approach to bare31 and ligand-protected clusters14,25 as well as to nanoalloys.28 The

results are in agreement with those obtained using the Casida approach (LR-TDDFT),37,38

which is illustrated in the Supplementary Material of Ref. 14 for the thiolate-ligand covered
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Au38 cluster and, for a bare Au cluster, in the Supplementary Material of Ref. 39.

Bare icosahedral 147-atom clusters: Before we discuss the Au144(SR)60 compound,

we study the far simpler case of bare 147-atom icosahedral clusters. These clusters of

≈ 1.6 nm diameter have roughly the same number of gold atoms as the Au144(SR)60 and

exhibit likewise icosahedral symmetry. Unlike in the Au144(SR)60 cluster, the central va-

cancy is filled. They show very clearly the difference between silver with a very strong LSPR

visible in the spectra and gold without.31 In fact, the 147-atom Au clusters appear to be just

below the size where the LSPR emerges, which happens between ≈ 150 and 330 atoms.12,13

The calculated spectrum of Au147 is shown in Fig. 2 where the spectrum of the corresponding

silver cluster with its strong resonance is shown in the inset for comparison.

Also in Fig. 2, we show the comparison of spectra following the incorporation of one,

25, and 55 Cu atoms in the cluster. The inclusion of one Cu atom replacing the central Au

atom leads to minimal changes in the spectra. Adding more Cu, whereby we keep the cluster

symmetric except in the case of random distributions where the symmetry is obviously bro-

ken, we obtain a clear and coherent picture: the changes upon adding copper are such that

the structures between 2.0 and 3.5 eV (620 to 350 nm) are smoothened and that the spectral

intensity is reduced at some energies. The shoulder at 2.2 eV is red-shifted to about 1.9 eV

(650 nm). No indication of plasmon emergence is found. This is likewise true for clusters

relaxed using the local density approximation (LDA) to the exchange-correlation functional

instead of the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA). These spectra are shown in sup-

plementary figure S1.

The present spectra are calculated with an evolution time of 15 fs, corresponding to a

broadening of about 0.3 eV in the spectra. For more finely resolved spectra, and in order

to check for the development of narrow, weaker resonances that might go unnoticed in the

calculation with this broadening, we show in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Material spectra

calculated for longer evolution time, viz., 25 fs corresponding to 0.18 eV. In these more finely

resolved spectra, the general findings are naturally the same. Comparing the copper-alloyed
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clusters with the pure-Au cluster, there is the clear suppression of intensity between 2.0 and

3.5 eV as well as a red shift of the small peak at 2.15 eV to 1.9 eV, which corresponds to the

shoulders in Fig. 2. The findings are similar for all chemical configurations of the copper

alloying.

Finally, the spectra with an extremely small broadening (250 fs evolution time corre-

sponding roughly to 0.018 eV broadening) in the supplementary figure S3 show that in the

interesting range between 1.5 and 2.5 eV, there is some rearrangement of spectral intensity.

However, no intensity increase is observed that would be characteristic of the emergence of

a plasmonic resonance. This is particularly clear in view of the direct comparison, also in

Figure S3, with the strong resonance exhibited by the equivalent silver cluster Ag147 with

it’s clear plasmonic resonance.

Ligand-covered 144-atom clusters: For the ligand-protected clusters, a number of

additional parameters complicate the description of the system. Besides the structural re-

laxations in the available literature using either LDA or GGA,12,14,30 which leads to small

but relevant changes,25 the description of the ligand rest groups plays an important role, al-

though the optical measurements are rather insensitive to the precise nature of the rest group

R of the thiolate ligands (see reference 25 for a direct comparison of measurements). The

TDDFT calculations need to reduce the number of atoms as far as possible due to numerical

limitations. We have shown previously that the reduction of the ligand rest group to only

R=H is too drastic25 and kept the methyl group in our calculations, R=CH3.
14,25 Another

subtle but relevant factor is the symmetry of the system. The original model as published

by López-Acevedo et al. 40 has the “staple motives” mutually oriented in a way that does

not respect the overall icosahedral symmetry of the compound. Following the experimental

work of Wong et al. 21 which indicated that all ligands are positioned in symmetry-equivalent

positions, the model was refined so as to have the full icosahedral symmetry.22 The resulting

small differences in the spectra of the respective structures are discussed in detail in a previ-

ous work.25 The study of Malola et al.34 uses the original, slightly less symmetric geometry,
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Figure 3: Monolayer-protected Au144(SR)60 clusters: Change of the absorption spectra
of Au144(SR)60 upon alloying with copper. We compare the spectra of the pure-gold cluster
(black) to those of the alloy clusters. “Model #9” corresponds to the configuration of the
same denomination used in reference 34 and is shown in the present Figure 1. We use the
rest group R=CH3 and relaxation using the PBE (upper panel) and the LDA (lower panel)
functionals. Spectra for R=H are shown in the Supplementary Material, Figure S4. The
insertion of one copper atom into the central vacancy has a small but noticeable effect. Upon
adding 25 copper atoms, a suppression of intensity in the range between 2 and 3 eV leads
to a bump at around the desired energy, but there is clearly no increase of intensity that
would be indicative of the emergence of a plasmonic resonance. These changes may modify
the color of the samples, but they do not describe the emergence of a plasmonic resonance,
i.e., the strong effects reported in the experimental studies.32,33
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the minimal ligand rest group R=H, and ground-state relaxation with the LDA functional.

The latter is motivated by the fact that for gold, the interatomic distances are better repro-

duced by LDA than when a GGA is used. However, naturally the presence of the ligands as

well as of the Cu reduces the plausibility of this choice somewhat. Other previous studies

have used the GGA function PBE for relaxation.14,25,30 It seems that the spectra using the

fully symmetric structure, R=CH3, and relaxation with PBE are the ones that are closest

to experiment, compared to the spectra using different choices.12,14,25,30

In order to obtain generally valid results and to exclude the possibility that any of these

parameters invalidate our conclusions, we treat all four different cases: ligand rest groups

R=H and R=CH3 for, in both cases, structural relaxations using either LDA or GGA. Our

results are shown in Fig. 3 for R=CH3. Clearly, the addition of copper does not induce any

strong increase of spectral intensity in the region of interest around 2.2 eV. Apart from a

very small red-shift of the shoulder at about 2 eV, the changes due to the insertion of copper

occur by suppression of spectral intensity. The use of GGA and LDA in the relaxation leads

to slightly different spectra, as shown before for the pure Au144(SR)60,
25 but the conclusions

concerning the effect of alloying with copper do not differ between the two cases shown in

Fig. 3.

Clearly, the choice of the methyl group CH3 is physically better motivated than the

reduction of the ligand rest group to just one hydrogen atom. However, in order to double-

check for the possibility that the choice of the rest group influences the conclusions, we show

the spectra for R=H, which we obtain by replacing each methyl group by an H atom and

relaxing, in the lower panels of Supplementary Fig. S4. The situation for the PBE-relaxed

clusters is as clear as for the calculations using CH3, there is again a small red-shift upon

insertion of copper but no emergence of any resonance.

The case of the LDA-relaxed R=H calculation is slightly more intricate. It is interesting

to note that in this case, for the pure Au144(SR)60, the LDA-relaxed less symmetric struc-

ture with R=H leads to a somehow more “flat”, rounded structure between 1.9 and 2.7 eV
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compared to the fully symmetric structure. Only in this case, insertion of copper produces

indeed an – albeit very weak – increase of intensity in a very narrow range around the desired

energy of 2.2 eV. Surprisingly, this is already the case when one single Cu atom is placed

in the central vacancy. However, the change is small and the intensity of this peak does

hereafter not change when the copper content is increased to 25 atoms. There is, instead,

rather a suppression of intensity between 2.5 and 3.0 eV, which contributes to the impression

of a peak developing at 2.2 eV. Nonetheless, comparing the respective spectra directly and

to scale (comparing, in particular, the calculation using the physically preferable CH3 rest

group) it is clear that the interplay of the subtle structural changes leading to a fortuitous

rearrangement of oscillator strength is at the origin of the development of the little peak; no

emergence of any resonance is seen.

Figure 4: One copper atom: chemical vs. geometrical effect: Effect of the intro-
duction of either a copper or a gold atom into the central vacancy of the pure Au144(SR)60
cluster compound in order to distinguish the purely geometric effect and the chemical effect.
Ground state relaxation done using PBE, rest group R=CH3. The two spectra deviate lit-
tle but noticeably from the pure gold spectra but are almost identical; the entire effect is,
consequently, geometric.

One copper atom: It is interesting to note that even the addition of one copper atom

in the central vacancy leads to noticeable changes in the spectrum, although in general,

they remain small (where the case of the LDA-relaxed structures with R=H is somewhat
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an exception.) We have demonstrated in the previous paragraph that subtle changes in the

geometry are responsible for the deceptive impression that a LSPR-like resonance might

develop. In order to distinguish between the geometrical effect and the chemical effect of

inserting a copper atom, we compare, in Fig. 4, the effect of adding a copper atom and that

of adding a gold atom in the central vacancy. The addition of the gold atom allows for the

consideration of only the effect of a geometric change, whereas the addition of Cu induces

both a geometric and a chemical change. The finding in Fig. 4 is that the changes caused by

the introduction of either a gold atom or a copper atom are similar to a very high degree.

This allows for the important conclusion that the effect is almost entirely structural, with

little influence of the chemical nature of the central atom. Again, this indicates that Cu does

not induce a plasmonic resonance.

Dynamical polarizability and induced density

As it is well known, in the dipole approximation the absorption cross section corresponding

to an external electromagnetic (EM) plane wave of frequency ω whose E-field is polarized

along the z direction [that is, Eext(t) = E0 cos(ωt)ez] is given by

σabs(ω) =
4πω

c
=α(ω) , (1)

where c is the speed of light and α(ω) is the dynamical polarizability. The latter is defined

as the induced electric dipole divided by the amplitude E0 of the incident electric field:

α(ω) = − 1

E0

∫
zδn(r, ω)dr , (2)

δn(r, ω) being the induced electron density. Note that according to the standard complex

representation of harmonic functions, the time-dependent induced electron density is given
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Figure 5: Dynamical polarizability: Real (bottom panel) and imaginary (top panel)
parts of the dynamical polarizability, α(ω), for selected bare and ligand-protected clusters.
Thick gray line: bare Ag147; thick black line: bare Au147; green line: bare Cu25Au122 accord-
ing to “model #9” of Reference 34 (cf., the present Figure 1); blue line: ligand-protected
Au144(SR)60 cluster; red line: ligand-protected Cu25Au120(SR)60 cluster (again “model #9”;
rest group R = CH3). While the real part of the polarizability for the plasmonic silver cluster
Ag147 cluster exhibits a sharp variation at the LSPR frequency (ωP ' 3.15 eV), there is no
noticeable structure for the Au-based nanoparticles, regardless of the inclusion of Cu atoms.
A broadening of 0.05 eV has been used.

by

δn(r, t) = cos(ωt) <δn(r, ω) + sin(ωt) =δn(r, ω) , (3)
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and the real [imaginary] parts are then related to oscillations in phase [out of phase with a

phase difference of a quarter of period] with the external E-field. Therefore, the absorption

is proportional to the imaginary part of the polarizability α(ω), which accounts for out-

of-phase oscillations of the electron density with respect to the external E-field. However,

further insights concerning the interaction between a nanoparticle and an external EM field

can be obtained by analyzing the real part of α(ω), that is, the in-phase induced electric

dipole.

In extended bulk systems, where electron-hole transitions form a continuum, the plasmon

is a well-defined and distinct elementary excitation.41 By contrast, for systems with a finite

number of electrons the concept of collective excitation and its corresponding distinction from

electron-hole excitations is more vague. In fact, a LSPR might be seen as an electron-hole

excitation that is highly renormalized by the electron-electron interaction.42 This excitation

can be coupled to surrounding electron-hole intraband transitions, in such a way that the

LSPR acquires an effective width through a “Landau fragmentation” mechanism.43 However,

as we have mentioned before, the coupling of the LSPR with interband transitions leads

to the practical disappearance of the plasmon resonance. Such couplings prevent us from

identifying a single spectral peak as “the” LSPR in many cases. Then, the signature of the

existence of a LSPR is the concentration of spectral weight around a given frequency ωP

that, for sufficiently large systems, would be close to the classical-optics prediction. This

is precisely the situation in bare and ligand-protected Au clusters and related nanoalloys:

the region where the LSPR is expected to appear is already occupied by a multitude of

electron-hole transitions.

The concentration of spectral weight around ωP can not only be observed in the imagi-

nary part of the dynamical polarizability; the real part of α(ω) around the frequency of an

isolated, well defined resonance must exhibit a change of sign (from positive to negative).

The presence of less-intense nearby transitions can hamper this change of sign but, in any

case, a sharp variation of <α(ω) with negative slope is a clear indication of spectral-weight
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concentration and, therefore, of the existence of a LSPR. As we may see in Fig. 5, this is

indeed the case for the icosahedral Ag147 cluster (a more detailed presentation including the

use of a lower broadening are shown in the Supplementary Material, Fig. S5.). However,

there isn’t any distinctive behavior in both the real and imaginary parts of the polarizability

of bare and ligand-protected Cu/Au alloys indicating a Cu-induced concentration of spectral

weight in the region 2.0 − 2.5 eV. Hence, the analysis of the real part of the dynamic po-

larizability confirms the findings based on the direct comparison of the different absorption

spectra.

Density dynamics: We need to point out one more issue. The time-dependent po-

larization of the system is connected to the movement of the electrons and, therefore, the

dynamics of the electron density. A localized surface-plasmon resonance can be considered

a collective oscillation of the quasi-free electrons, with modifications due to the atomistic

inhomogeneity and the presence of the d electrons in the noble metals.44 However, it is not

enough to find such a dipole mode in the dynamics of the density, as this can be present

even in cases where no prominent resonance is present in the spectra. We show the induced

density in the pure bare Au147 cluster after quasi-monochromatic laser excitation in Fig. S6

of the Supporting Material. Even in this case, where the spectrum clearly does not exhibit

any strong plasmonic resonance, we find the sort of dipole pattern that is reminiscent of a

plasmonic excitation, including the out-of-phase movement of the d electrons that shows the

screening of the oscillation. In other words, the presence of a dipole mode in the electron

density dynamics, even if reminiscent of an LSPR dipole mode, does not allow for clear

conclusions about the plasmonic nature of spectral features.
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Summary and conclusions

Motivated by experimental findings and recently published calculations which concluded that

“Copper Induces a Core Plasmon in Intermetallic Au(144,145)−xCux(SR)60 Nanoclusters.”,34

we have calculated the changes of the optical response of both the bare 147-atom icosahedron

and of the Au144(SR)60 cluster compound upon alloying with copper. Our systematic results

show that the conclusions of Ref. 34 are erroneous.

Copper atoms are replacing gold atoms of the pure cluster (and, in addition, are inserted

into the central vacancy of Au144(SR)60). Considering a number of different situations as

far as the ground-state relaxation of the structures is concerned (LDA vs. PBE), the choice

of the rest group of the thiolate ligands (R=H vs. R=CH3), and the subtle differences in

symmetry/geometry discussed previously,25 we show that the addition of copper does not

induce the development of any prominent resonance, plasmonic or other. The main changes

are small and consist mostly in a) suppression of spectral intensity in the range between 2.0

and 3.5 eV (620 to 350 nm), and b) a red-shift of the lowest spectral features. Moreover, we

demonstrate that the small but noticeable changes upon insertion of a single copper atom in

the central vacancy of the pure Au144(SR)60 are almost entirely due to the geometric effect

of the copper insertion.

These findings mean that the experiments in which the development of an LSPR-like

peak has been observed cannot be explained by the simple hypothesis that the insertion of

copper changes the optical response be inducing a plasmonic resonance. Other hypotheses

will need to be explored in order to obtain a fundamental understanding of the effects at

play in these experiments.

Technical details

The ionic ground-state relaxations have been done using the VASP code45–47 with the

projector-augmented wave method (PAW).47 The force tolerance has been set to 0.01 eV/Å.
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The absorption spectra are calculated in TDDFT using the real-space code octopus.36,48

Following a ground-state calculation, spectra are obtained with the time-evolution formal-

ism35 and the PBE-GGA exchange-correlation functional49 for all spectra shown, includ-

ing those where the structural relaxation was done using LDA. Norm-conserving Troullier-

Martins pseudopotentials50 have been used which, similarly as in our previous work,14,25

include the d electrons in the valence (11 valence electrons for each Au or Cu atom, i.e.,

∼ 2, 500 active electrons). The spacing of the real-space grid was set to 0.20 Å for the pure-

Au clusters, and to 0.16 Å for the clusters containing copper. The radius of the spheres

centered around each atom which make up the calculation domain was 5 Å. The clusters

have been charged as indicated such that the degenerate HOMO states were fully occupied.

The time-evolution formalism is equivalent to the transition-based Casida formalism (LR-

TDDFT).37,38 A comparison of the time-evolution results with a transition-based calculation

is shown in the Supplementary Material of Ref.14 for the thiolate-ligand covered Au38 cluster.

For a bare Au cluster, a similar comparison is shown in the supplementary material of Ref.

39. The good agreement shows likewise that the technical parameters of our calculations are

well controlled.

Apart from the customary 147-atom icosahedron that has been studied in many works,

we consider the following structural models of Au144(SR)60 and its alloys with copper. (For

a detailed analysis of the differences between these structures, refer to Ref. 25.)

• The fully symmetric, GGA-relaxed Au144(SR)60 with R=CH3 from the work of Bahena

et al., Ref. 22, is used as starting structure. For the respective comparison, this

structure has also been re-relaxed using LDA .

• The Au144(SR)60 with R=CH3 is obtained from the same structure by replacing the

methyl group with H atoms and re-relaxing.

• For comparison (only shown in the Supporting Information) we have also used the

“Malola et al. structure” as employed in the calculations of Ref. 12. The structure
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is derived from the original, less symmetrical López-Acevedo et al. structure40 by

reducing the rest group to R=H, probably resulting in a partial symmetrization as

discussed in Ref. 25.

• Copper (or, in one case, gold) is introduced into the center vacancy (resulting in

Au144Cu1(SR)60). For the higher copper content, Au120Cu25(SR)60, we use the model

structure that is called model #9 in Malola et al. which consists of a 13-atom Cu core

(filled central vacancy) and 12 Cu atoms distributed symmetrically in the 42-atom shell

around the 13-atom core so as to conserve the icosahedral symmetry.34
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